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Abstra t
If the hidden se tor ontains more than one U(1) groups, additional dim-4 ouplings (beyond
the kineti mixing) between the massive U(1) elds and the hyper harge generally appear.
These are of the form similar to the Chern{Simons intera tions. We study the phenomenology
of su h ouplings in luding onstraints from laboratory experiments and impli ations for
dark matter. The hidden ve tor elds an play the role of dark matter whose hara teristi
signature would be mono hromati gamma ray emission from the gala ti enter. We show
that this possibility is onsistent with the LHC and other laboratory onstraints, as well as
astrophysi al bounds.

1 Introdu tion
The existen e of new physi s stru tures beyond those of the Standard Model (SM) is motivated,
among other things, by the puzzles of dark matter (DM) and in ation. The minimal way to
address these problems is to add a \hidden" se tor ontaining the required SM{singlet elds.
The existen e of the hidden se tor an also be motivated from the top{down viewpoint, in
parti ular, by realisti string onstru tions [1, 2℄. Su h a se tor an ouple to the SM elds
through produ ts of gauge{singlet operators, in luding those of dimension 2 and 3. In this
work, we study in detail the orresponding ouplings to the hyper harge eld.
Let us de ne the \hidden se tor" as a set of elds whi h arry no SM gauge quantum
numbers. Then a \portal" [3℄ would be an operator that ouples the SM elds to su h SM
singlets. Let us onsider the minimal ase: suppose that the relevant low energy degrees of
freedom in the hidden se tor are those of a Weyl fermion , or a massive ve tor V , or a real
s alar S (one eld at a time). Then the lowest, up to dim{4, dimension operators whi h ouple
the SM to the hidden se tor are given by

O1 =

L

H + h: : ;

Y
O2 = F
FV

O3 =



i  (1 +

;
ij

5)

j

V  + h: : ;

O4 = H y H V V  + H y iD H V  + h: : ;

O5 = H y H S 2 + S H y H S :

(1)

Y and F V are the eld strength tensors for hyper harge and
Here L is the lepton doublet; F

V , respe tively; i is an SM fermion with generation index i; D is the ovariant derivative
with respe t to the SM gauge symmetries, and ij ; ; S are onstants. Note that a parti ular
version of operator O3 is indu ed by O2 after diagonalization of the ve tor kineti terms.
An attra tive feature of su h an extension of the Standard Model is that it an o er viable
dark matter andidates as well as provide a link to the in aton se tor. In parti ular, a suÆ iently
light \right{handed neutrino"  is long{lived and an onstitute warm dark matter [4℄. Also,
a massive ve tor V (or a s alar S [5℄) an inherit a Z2 symmetry from hidden se tor gauge
intera tions, whi h would eliminate terms linear in V and make it a stable old dark matter
andidate [6℄. Finally, the Higgs oupling H y H S 2 to the in aton S would be instrumental in
re on iling metastability of the ele troweak va uum with in ation [7℄.
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In this work, we explore a more general dim{4 hyper harge oupling to the hidden se tor,
when the latter ontains multiple U(1)'s. In this ase, a Chern{Simons{type oupling be omes
possible [8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. If su h a oupling is the only SM portal into the hidden se tor,
the lightest U(1) ve tor eld an play the role of dark matter. The trademark signature of
this s enario is the presen e of mono hromati gamma{ray lines in the photon spe trum of
the gala ti enter. We analyze general experimental onstraints on the Chern{Simons{type
oupling as well as the onstraints appli able when the ve tor eld onstitutes dark matter.

2 Hyper harge ouplings to the \hidden" se tor
Suppose the \hidden" se tor ontains two massive U(1) gauge elds C and D . Before ele troweak symmetry breaking, the most general dim-4 intera tions of these elds with the hyperharge boson B are des ribed by the Lagrangian
1
1
1
Æ
Æ
B B 
C C 
D D 1 B C  2 B D
4 
4 
4 
2
2
2
2
M
MC
C C  + D D D + ÆM 2 C D +   B  C  D :
+
2 
2

L =

Æ3
C D
2 
(2)

Here we have assumed CP symmetry su h that terms of the type B  C D are not allowed
(see [13℄ for a study of the latter). The kineti and mass mixing an be eliminated by eld
rede nition [14℄, whi h to rst order in the mixing parameters Æi and ÆM 2 reads

B ! B + Æ1 C + Æ2 D ;
Æ M 2 ÆM 2
C ! C + 3 2D
D ;
MD MC2
Æ M 2 ÆM 2
C :
D ! D 3 2C
MD MC2

(3)

In terms of the new elds, the Lagrangian is
2
2
L = 41 B B  14 C C  41 D D + M2C CC  + M2D D D +   B  C D ; (4)

whi h will be the starting point for our phenomenologi al analysis. We note that, due to the
kineti mixing Æ1;2 , C and D have small ouplings to the Standard Model matter. Sin e we
are mainly interested in the e e t of the Chern{Simons{type term  B  C  D , we will set
Æ1;2 to be very small or zero in most of our analysis.
The term  B  C  D has dimension 4. However, it vanishes in the limit of zero ve tor
boson masses by gauge invarian e, both for the Higgs and Stu kelberg me hanisms. This means
3

that it omes e e tively from a higher dimensional operator with  proportional to MC MD =2 ,
where  is the uto s ale or the mass s ale of heavy parti les we have integrated out. On
one hand, this operator does not de ouple as  ! 1 sin e both MC;D and  are given by
the \hidden" Higgs VEV times the appropriate ouplings; on the other hand,  B  C  D is
phenomenologi ally relevant only if MC;D are not far above the weak s ale. Thus, this term represents a meaningful approximation in a parti ular energy window, whi h we will quantify later.
(A similar situation o urs in the ve tor Higgs portal models, where the intera tion H y HV V 
has naive dimension 4, but originates from a dim-6 operator [6℄.) From the phenomenologi al
perspe tive, it is important that  B  C D is the leading operator at low energies, e.g.
relevant to non{relativisti annihilation of dark matter omposed of C or D , and thus we will
restri t our attention to this oupling only.
A oupling of this sort appears in various models upon integrating out heavy elds harged
under both U(1)'s and hyper harge. Expli it anomaly{free examples an be found in [11℄ and
[10℄. In these ases, the Chern{Simons term arises upon integrating out heavy, ve tor{like with
respe t to the SM, fermions. Both the ve tors and the fermions get their masses from the Higgs
me hanism, while the latter an be made heavy by hoosing large Yukawa ouplings ompared
to the gauge ouplings. In this limit, Eq. 4 gives the orresponding low energy a tion.1
Finally, we note that in reasing the number of hidden U(1)'s does not bring in hyper harge{
portal intera tions with a new stru ture, so our onsiderations apply quite generally.

3 Phenomenologi al onstraints
In this se tion we derive onstraints on the oupling onstant  from various laboratory experiments as well as unitarity onsiderations. The relevant intera tion to leading order is given
by
L =  os W  F  C  D  sin W  Z  C  D ;
(5)
where F  and Z  are the photon and Z-boson eld strengths, respe tively.
In what follows, we set the kineti mixing to be negligibly small su h that the lighter of the
C and D states is not dete ted and thus appears as missing energy and momentum. There are
then two possibilities: the heavier state de ays into the lighter state plus either outside or
1 We note that ertain \genuine" gauge invariant dim-6 operators su h as 1  B C  D redu e to the

2
Chern-Simons term on{shell in the non{relativisti limit (C
C0i = iMC Ci ; C0 = 0 and similarly for D ).
Su h operators should generally be taken into a ount when deriving the low energy a tion in expli it mi ros opi
models.

!

4

inside the dete tor. Consider rst the ase where the mass splitting and  are relatively small
su h that both C and D are \invisible".
3.1

Unitarity

The oupling  B  C  D involves longitudinal omponents of the massive ve tors. Therefore,
some s attering amplitudes will grow inde nitely with energy, whi h imposes a uto on our
e e tive theory. For a xed uto , this translates into a bound on .
Consider the s attering pro ess

C C ! D D

(6)

at high energies, E  MC;D . The vertex an ontain longitudinal omponents of at most one
ve tor sin e  (p1 + p2 ) p1 p2 = 0. Then one nds that the amplitude grows quadrati ally
with energy,
2
A  2 ME2 ;
(7)
C;D
with the subs ripts C and D applying to the pro esses involving longitudinal omponents of C
and D , respe tively. On the other hand, the amplitude annot ex eed roughly 8. Negle ting
order one fa tors, the resulting onstraint is

p

8

<
;
M


(8)

where M = minfMC ; MD g and  is the uto s ale. As explained in the previous se tion, 
is asso iated with the mass s ale of new states harged under U(1)Y . Sin e onstraints on su h
states are rather stringent, it is reasonable to take   1 TeV. This implies that light ve tor
bosons an ouple only very weakly, e.g.  < 10 5 for M  1 MeV.
It is important to note that the unitarity bound applies irrespe tive of whether C and D are
stable or not. Thus it applies to the ase MD  MC or vi e versa and also in the presen e of
the kineti mixing.
3.2

Invisible

 de

ay

Suppose that D is the heavier state and the de ay D ! C + is not fast enough to o ur inside
the dete tor. Then produ tion of C and D would appear as missing energy. In parti ular, light
C; D an be produ ed in the invisible  de ay
 ! inv ;
5

(9)

whi h is a powerful probe of new physi s sin e its bran hing ratio in the Standard Model is small,
about 10 5 [15℄. In our ase, this de ay is dominated by the s{ hannel annihilation through the
photon, while the Z { ontribution is suppressed by m4=m4Z . We nd
s

M 2 + M 2 (M 2 M 2 )2
f2
( ! CD) = 2 2 os2 W Q2d  1 2 C 2 D + C 4 D
m
m
m




2
2
2
MC + MD (MC2 MD2 )2
m
1
1
; (10)
 1 + 12 M 2 + M 2 1 2 m2 +
m4
C
D

where is the ne stru ture onstant, Qd is the down quark harge and f is the  de ay
2 
onstant, h0jb  bji = f m with  being the  polarization ve tor. In the limit MC;D
m2 and MC ' MD = M , the de ay rate be omes
f2 m
1
(11)
( ! CD) ' 2 os2 W Q2d  2 :
3
M
Taking m (1S ) = 9:5 GeV, (1S ) = 5:4  10 5 GeV, f = 0:7 GeV and using the BaBar limit
BR( ! inv) < 3  10 4 at 90% CL [16℄, we nd


< 4  10 3 GeV 1 :
M

(12)

This bound applies to ve tor boson masses up to a few GeV and disappears above m =2. An
analogous bound from J= ! inv is weaker.
We note that the / 1=M 2 dependen e is hara teristi to produ tion of the longitudinal
omponents of massive ve tor bosons. The orresponding polarization ve tor grows with energy
as E=M , or in other words, at M  m , the de ay is dominated by the Goldstone boson
produ tion, whose ouplings grow with energy. Thus, stronger onstraints on  are expe ted
from the de ay of heavier states.
The orresponding bound from the radiative  de ay  ! + inv is mu h weaker. By
C {parity, su h a de ay an only be mediated by the Z boson, whi h brings in the m4 =m4Z
suppression fa tor. The resulting onstraint is negligible.
3.3

Invisible

Z

de ay

The invisible width of the Z boson Zinv is strongly onstrained by the LEP measurements [17℄.
The pro ess Z ! CD ontributes to Zinv for ve tor boson masses up to about 45 GeV, thereby
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leading to a bound on . We nd

s

M 2 + M 2 (M 2 M 2 )2
1 2 2
(Z ! CD) =
 sin W mZ 1 2 C 2 D + C 4 D
2
mZ
mZ




2
2
2
MC + MD (MC2 MD2 )2
mZ
1
1
: (13)
 1 + 12 M 2 + M 2 1 2 m2 +
m4Z
C
D
Z
In the limit M 2  m2 and MC ' MD = M , it be omes
C;D

Z

(Z ! CD) '

2 sin2 W m3Z
:
12
M2

(14)

Taking the bound on the BSM ontribution to Zinv to be roughly 3 MeV (twi e the experimental
error{bar of Zinv [17℄), we have

< 8  10 4 GeV 1 :
(15)
M
In the given kinemati range, this onstraint is even stronger than the unitarity bound for  = 1
TeV and omparable to the latter with a multi{TeV uto . As explained above, su h sensitivity
of Z ! inv to  is due to the E=M enhan ement of the longitudinal ve tor boson produ tion.
3.4

B

! K + inv

and

K

!  + inv

Flavor hanging transitions with missing energy are also a sensitive probe of matter ouplings to
\invisible" states (see e.g. [18℄). The de ay B ! K + C D pro eeds via the SM avor violating
bsZ and bs verti es with subsequent onversion of Z; into C and D. Numeri ally, the pro ess
is dominated by the Z ontribution with the avor hanging vertex [19, 20℄

LbsZ = bsZ bL sL Z  ;
with



(16)


2
g3
 Vts f mt ;
V
bsZ =
162 os W tb
m2W
where Vij are the CKM matrix elements and f (x) is the Inami{Lim fun tion [19℄,

x
f (x) =
4





x 6 3x + 2
+
ln x :
x 1 (x 1)2

(17)

(18)

We nd

2 2bsZ sin2 W Z (mB mK )2 ds 2
(B ! K + C D) =
f (s )
27 3 m3B m4Z (MC +MD )2 s +




q


3=2
(s MC2 MD2 )2 4MC2 MD2 (s + m2B m2K )2 4m2B s




1
1
1 
2
2
2
2
2
1+
(s MC MD ) 4MC MD ;
+
12s MC2 MD2

7

(19)

where the form fa tor f+ (s) is de ned by hK (pK )jb  sjB (pB )i = (pK + pB ) f+ (s) + (pB
pK ) f (s) with s = (pB pK )2 . The de ay rate is dominated by the ontribution from large
invariant masses of the C; D pair due to the longitudinal ve tor boson produ tion. This justi es
the subleading hara ter of the photon ontribution: the orresponding dipole operator an be
signi ant at low invariant masses due to the 1=s pole, as in the B ! Kl+ l pro esses (see
e.g. [21℄ for a re ent summary). The relative size of various F = 1 operators an be found in
[20, 19℄, and we nd that the photon ontribution is unimportant.
The relevant experimental limit has been obtained by BaBar: BR(B + ! K +  ) < 1:3  10 5
at 90% CL [22℄. Then taking f+ (0) = 0:3 and using its s{dependen e from [21℄, we nd


< 1 GeV 1 ;
M

(20)

for MC ' MD = M up to roughly 2 GeV. The above onsiderations equally apply to the
pro ess K !  + inv, up to trivial substitutions. We nd that the resulting bound is weak,
=M < 30 GeV 1 . This stems from the m7meson =(M 2 m4Z ) behavior of the rate, whi h favors
heavier mesons.
Finally, the Chern{Simons oupling does not ontribute to B ! CD due to the {tensor
ontra tion, so there is no bound from the B ! inv de ay. Also,  ontributes to (g 2) only
at the two loop level su h that the resulting bound is insigni ant.
The summary of the bounds is shown in Fig. 1. We see that the most stringent limits are
set by the Z invisible width and unitarity onsiderations. The latter has the advantage of not
being limited by kinemati s and pla es a tight bound on  for ve tor masses up to about 100
GeV.
3.5

Bounds on de aying ve tor bosons

D

!C+

When the ve tor boson mass di eren e is not too small, the heavier parti le, say D, will de ay
inside the dete tor. In this ase, the onstraints on  get somewhat modi ed. The de ay width
D is given by


2 os2 W (MD2 MC2 )3
1
1
(D ! C + ) =
+
;
(21)
24
MD3
MC2 MD2
assuming that the Z {emission is kinemati ally forbidden. Given the velo ity vD and lifetime
D , D de ays inside the dete tor if vD D = jpD j=(MD D ) is less than the dete tor size l0 , whi h
we take to be  3 m. In this ase,  is onstrained by radiative de ays with missing energy.
8

Figure 1: Bounds on . The unitarity bound assumes  = 1 TeV.
Consider the radiative de ay (1S ) ! + inv. Its bran hing ratio is onstrained by BaBar:
BR((1S ) ! + inv) < 6  10 6 for a 3{body nal state and MC up to about 3 GeV [23℄.
Sin e BR(D ! C + )  100%, this requires approximately


< 6  10 4 GeV 1 ;
M

(22)

whi h is the strongest bound on  in the kinemati range M <
 3 GeV. This bound applies for

1=3
3
m
M

M >
;
(23)
 42 os2 W l0

where we have made the approximation MD MC = M  M  m . For example, taking
the maximal allowed  onsistent with (22) at M = 1 GeV, the de ay o urs within the dete tor
for M > 2 MeV. (However, sin e the experimental ut on the photon energy is 150 MeV, M
lose to this bound would not lead to a dete table signal.)
On the other hand, the bound on  from the invisible Z width does not hange even for
de aying D. The reason is that the invisible width is de ned by subtra ting the visible de ay
 ) from the total width Z measured via the energy dependen e
width into fermions (Z ! ff
of the hadroni ross se tion [17℄. Thus, Z ! + inv quali es as \invisible" de ay and we still
have

< 8  10 4 GeV 1 ;
(24)
M
9

as long as the de ay is kinemati ally allowed.
Finally, the unitarity bound
p

8
<
(25)
M

remains inta t as well. Another onstraint in the higher mass range mZ =2 <
 M < 100 GeV is
imposed by the LEP monophoton sear hes e+ e ! + inv [24℄. We nd, however, that it is
somewhat weaker than the unitarity bound for  = 1 TeV (the same applies to e+ e ! inv).
Thus, the strongest onstraints in Fig. 1 apply also to the ase of de aying ve tor bosons,
while the  bound be omes ompetitive and even the tightest one at lower masses. For M >
 100
GeV, some of the relevant LHC onstraints will be dis ussed in the next se tion, while their
omprehensive analysis requires a separate study.
Let us on lude by remarking on the astrophysi al onstraints. These apply to very light,
up to O(MeV), parti les. In parti ular, the rate of energy loss in horizontal{bran h stars sets
stringent bounds on light parti le emission in Compton{like s attering +e ! e+C +D. We nd
that this ross se tion in the non{relativisti limit s ales approximately as 2 2 =(6m2e ) (T=M )2 ,
with T  keV being the ore temperature. Comparison to the axion models [25℄ leads then to
the bound =M < 10 7 GeV 1 for M  keV, whi h is mu h stronger than the laboratory
onstraints in this mass range. Analogous supernova ooling onsiderations extend the range to
O(MeV). A dedi ated study of astrophysi al onstraints will be presented elsewhere.

4 Ve tor Dark Matter and the Chern{Simons oupling
In this se tion, we onsider a spe ial ase of the Lagrangian (2) with

Æ1;2 = 0 ;

(26)

that is, the new gauge bosons do not mix with the hyper harge. This an be enfor ed by the
Z2 symmetry
C ! C ; D ! D :
(27)
It is straightforward to onstru t mi ros opi models whi h lead to an e e tive theory endowed
with this symmetry at one loop. However, to make the Z2 persist at higher loop levels is mu h
more hallenging and beyond the s ope of this paper.
The relevant Lagrangian in terms of the propagation eigenstates is again given by (4), ex ept
now C and D do not ouple to ordinary matter. The Z2 symmetry forbids their kineti mixing
10
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Figure 2: Dark matter annihilation into photons and Z {bosons.
with the photon and the Z . This makes the lighter state, C , stable and a good dark matter
andidate. In what follows, we onsider MC of order the ele troweak s ale su h that dark matter
is of WIMP type.
Our ve tor dark matter intera ts with the SM only via the Chern{Simons type terms (5).
These allow for DM annihilation into photons and Z bosons (Fig. 2 and its ross{version). The
orresponding ross se tions for MC ' MD = M in the non{relativisti limit are given by2
4 os4 W
(28)
hvi(CC ! ) ' 2936M
2 ;

4
2 
2
4 2
2
Z + 5MZ (2M
hvi(CC ! Z ) '  sin 18WM 2os W 1 4MMZ2 29 52M
MZ ) ;
M 2 16M 4
r

 

MZ2
MZ4
MZ2 2
MZ2
4 sin4 W
29 34 2 + 14 4 (M MZ );
hvi(CC ! ZZ ) ' 36M 2 1 M 2 1 2M 2
M
M
where  is the Heaviside distribution. These pro esses both regulate dark matter abundan e
and lead to potentially observable gamma{ray signatures, whi h we study in detail below.
The distin tive feature of the model is the presen e of mono hromati gamma{ray lines in
the spe trum of photons oming from the Gala ti Center (see e.g. [26℄). In parti ular, for
heavy dark matter (M 2  MZ2 ), the nal states , Z and ZZ are produ ed in the proportion
os4 W , 2 sin2 W os2 W and sin4 W , respe tively. This implies that ontinuous gamma{ray
emission is subdominant and onstitutes about a third of the annihilation ross se tion, while
the mono hromati gamma{ray emission dominates.
4.1

WMAP/PLANCK

onstraints

Assuming that dark matter is thermally produ ed, its abundan e should be onsistent with
the WIMP freeze{out paradigm. As explained above, the only DM annihilation hannel is
2 For simpli ity, we have assumed a single mass s ale for the ve tors with D being somewhat heavier su h that
it de ays into C and a photon. Further details are unimportant for our purposes.
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Figure 3: Left: the areas between the lines represent values of  onsistent with the
WMAP/PLANCK onstraint as a fun tion of MC for di erent values of MD : 300 GeV (dotted
blue), 500 GeV (dashed green), and 1 TeV (solid red). Right: onstraints from the FERMI and
HESS sear hes for mono hromati gamma{ray lines in the plane (MC ,MD ). (The area below
the urve for a given  is ex luded.)

CC ! V V with V = ; Z . The orresponding ross se tion must be in a rather narrow
window to t observations. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows parameter spa e onsistent with the
WMAP/PLANCK measurements [27, 28℄ of the DM reli abundan e for di erent values of ,
MC and MD . For generality, we allow for vastly di erent MC and MD in our numeri al analysis.
In the ase MC2  MD2 , the s aling behaviour hvi  4 =M 2 of Eq. 28 is repla ed by
2

MC
hvi  4 M
4 ;
D

(29)

whi h stems from the momentum fa tors at the verti es. Thus, the annihilation ross se tion
grows with the dark matter mass and, in turn, the WMAP/PLANCK{allowed 's de rease with
in reasing MC . The former take on rather natural values of order one for MD between 100
GeV and several TeV. The main annihilation hannel is CC ! , whi h for MC ' MD ' 200
GeV onstitutes about 60% of the total ross se tion. The hannels CC ! Z and CC ! ZZ
ontribute 35% and 5%, respe tively. The allowed parameter spa e is subje t to the FERMI
and HESS onstraints on the gamma{ray emission, whi h we study in the next subse tion.
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Figure 4: FERMI and HESS onstraints on gamma{ray mono hromati lines and ontinuum
in the plane (MC , ) for MD = 1 TeV [left℄ and 2 TeV [right℄. The area between the red lines
is onsistent with thermal DM reli abundan e.
4.2

Indire t DM dete tion

onstraints

Dark matter an be dete ted indire tly by observing produ ts of its annihilation in regions with
enhan ed DM density. The main feature of the Chern{Simons{type dark matter is that the
dominant annihilation hannel leads to a di{photon nal state. These photons are mono hromati due to the low DM velo ity nowadays (vC ' 300 kms 1 ), whi h is a \smoking{gun"
signature of our model. The proportion of the di{photon nal state in reases somewhat ompared to that in the Early Universe due to the (slight) redu tion of the enter{of{mass energy
of the olliding DM parti les. In parti ular, for MC ' MD ' 200 GeV, the hannels CC ! ,
CC ! Z and CC ! ZZ onstitute approximately 63%, 33%, 4% of the total ross se tion.
One therefore expe ts an intense mono hromati gamma{ray line at E = MC and a weaker line
at E = MC MZ2 =(4MC ). Su h lines would provide onvin ing eviden e for DM annihilation
sin e astrophysi al pro esses are very unlikely to generate su h a photon spe trum.
Re ently, FERMI [29, 30℄ and HESS [31℄ ollaborations have released their analyses of the
mono hromati line sear hes around the Gala ti Center. Due to its limited energy sensitivity,
the FERMI satellite sets a bound on the di{photon annihilation ross se tion hvi in the DM
mass range 1 GeV . MC . 300 GeV. HESS, on the other hand, is restrained by its threshold
13
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Figure 5: Parameter spa e (between the lines) satisfying hvi = (1:27
10 27 m3 s 1 and tting the tentative FERMI gamma{ray line at 135 GeV.

 0:32+00::1828 ) 

limitations and provides bounds in the DM mass range 500 GeV . MC . 20 TeV.3 Combining
the two analyses allows us to eliminate large portions of parameter spa e as shown in Fig. 3 [right℄
and Fig. 4. We note that in reasing the mediator mass MD has the same e e t as de reasing
the oupling . The important on lusion is that FERMI and HESS ex lude the possibility of
thermal DM reli abundan e in the relevant mass ranges. Indeed, their bounds are of order
hvi . 10 27 m3 s 1, whereas thermal dark matter requires hvi ' 10 26 m3 s 1.
To ll the gap between 300 and 500 GeV where the mono hromati signal is not onstrained,
one an use the di use gamma{ray ux. Indeed, even though the FERMI energy uf{o is at
300 GeV, annihilation of heavy parti les produ es a ontinuum photon spe trum whi h an be
dete ted by FERMI. In our ase, the ontinuum omes from the ZZ and Z nal states with
subsequent Z {de ay. Sin e su h nal states ontribute about 40% to the total ross se tion,
the resulting onstraint is not very strong. There exist several analyses of bounds on DM
annihilation in the gala ti halo [32℄, gala ti enter [33℄ and dwarf galaxies [34℄. The latter
provides the strongest FERMI onstraint at the moment, while that from HESS is very weak,
and we use it to restri t our parameter spa e (Fig. 4). The on lusion is that thermal DM in
the 300{500 GeV mass range remains viable and an soon be tested by HESS/FERMI.
3 HESS reports its results for the Einasto DM distribution pro le, while FERMI has extended its study to
other pro les as well. To be onservative, we use the FERMI limits for the isothermal pro le.
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Figure 6: Dark matter s attering o a nu leon.
4.3

On the tentative 135 GeV gamma{ray line

When analyzing FERMI data, several groups found some indi ations of a mono hromati (135
GeV) gamma{ray line from the gala ti enter [35, 36℄. The signi an e of the \signal" appears
to be around 3.3 sigma taking into a ount the look{elsewhere e e t, although this has not been
on rmed by the FERMI ollaboration. A somewhat optimisti interpretation of the line is that
it ould be due to DM annihilation at the gala ti enter (see [37, 38, 39℄ for re ent dis ussions),
27 m3 s 1 for an Einasto{like pro le [35℄.
with the ross se tion hvi = (1:27  0:32+00::18
28 )  10
In this work, we will be impartial as to whether the line is really present in the data or not.
Instead, we use the analysis of [35℄ as an example to show that the hyper harge portal an easily
a ommodate a mono hromati signal from the sky. Our result is shown in Fig. 5. Having xed
MC = 135 GeV, we observe that the gamma{ray line an be a ommodated for any mediator
mass MD . As explained above, the ontinuum onstraint is ineÆ ient here sin e it applies to
subdominant nal states. On the other hand, the required annihilation ross se tion is too small
for DM to be a thermal reli .
4.4

Dire t dete tion

onstraints

An important onstraint on properties of dark matter is set by dire t dete tion experiments
whi h utilize possible DM intera tions with nu lei. In our ase, dark matter s attering o
nu lei is des ribed by the 1{loop diagram of Fig. 6 together with its ross{version, and similar
diagrams with Z {bosons in the loop. Setting for simpli ity MC ' MD = M , we nd that in the
non{relativisti limit this pro ess is des ribed by the operators
2 mN
OSI 
C  C ;
4 M 2
2 1
 5
C  i  C  ;
(30)
OSD 

4 M 2 
where mN is a hadroni s ale of the order of the nu leon mass and is the nu leon spinor.
OSI and OSD are responsible for spin{independent and spin{dependent s attering, respe 15

p
Figure 7: Limit on  from monojet sear hes at CMS for s =8 TeV and 20 fb 1 integrated
luminosity.
tively. The former is suppressed both by the loop fa tor and the nu leon mass, while the
latter is suppressed by the loop fa tor only. The resulting ross se tions are quite small,
SI  4 =M 2 ( =4)2 (mN =M )4  10 46 m2 for   1 and M  100 GeV, whereas the
spin{dependent ross{se tion is of the order of SD  4 =M 2 ( =4)2 (mN =M )2  10 42 m2
for the same parameters. The urrent XENON100 bounds are SI <
 O(10 45 ) m2 [40℄ and
SD <
 O(10 40 ) m2 [41℄ for the DM mass around 100 GeV (whi h maximizes the XENON100
sensitivity). We thus on lude that no signi ant bounds on  an be obtained from dire t
dete tion experiments. Furthermore, sin e the gamma{ray onstraints require  < O(10 1 ) in
this mass range, the prospe ts for dire t DM dete tion are rather bleak, orders of magnitude
beyond the proje ted sensitivity of XENON1T [42℄.
4.5

LHC monojet

onstraints

The ve tor states C and D an be produ ed at the LHC. If their mass di eren e is not suÆ iently
large, the photon oming from D{de ay would not pass the experimental ut on the photon
energy (pT > 150 GeV). In this ase, produ tion of C and D would appear as missing energy.
The latter an be dete ted in onjun tion with a jet oming from initial{state radiation, whi h
sets a bound on DM produ tion (see also [43℄).
In this subse tion, we estimate the sensitivity of urrent monojet sear hes at the LHC to
dark matter produ tion through its oupling to Z and . Our onstraints are based on the sear h
for monojets performed by the CMS ollaboration whi h makes use of 19.5 fb 1 of data at 8
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TeV enter of mass energy [44℄. The basi sele tion requirements used by the CMS experiment
for monojet events are as follows:
 at least 1 jet with pjT > 110 GeV and jj j < 2:4;
 at most 2 jets with pjT > 30 GeV;
 no isolated leptons.
The CMS ollaboration quotes the event yields for 7 di erent uts on the missing transverse
momentum pmiss
between 250 and 550 GeV. These are largely dominated by the SM ba kgrounds,
T
namely Z +jets, where the Z boson de ays invisibly, and W +jets, where the W boson de ays
leptoni ally and the harged lepton is not re onstru ted. In parti ular, with 19.5 fb 1 data,
the CMS ollaboration estimates the ba kground to be 18506  690(1931  131) events for
pmiss
> 300 (450) GeV.
T
A virtual Z {boson or a photon produ ed with a signi ant transverse momentum and oupled
to invisible states an also lead to the topology that is targeted by the monojet sear hes. In
order to estimate the sensitivity of the CMS monojet sear h to the \Z= ! invisible" signal,
we generate the pp ! Z= + jets ! CD + jets pro ess at the parton level with Madgraph 5
[45℄. Showering and hadronization is performed using Pythia 6 [46℄, while Delphes 1.9 [47℄ is
employed to simulate the ATLAS and CMS dete tor response. We have imposed the analysis
uts listed above on the simulated events to nd the signal eÆ ien y. As a ross- he k, we
have passed (Z !  ) + jets ba kground events through the same simulation hain, obtaining
eÆ ien ies onsistent with the data{driven estimates of that ba kground provided by CMS.
We use the total event ross se tion to put onstraints on the dark matter oupling to the
Z= gauge bosons. We ompute the observed 95%CL ex lusion limits on the dark matter{SM
oupling  for given masses MC ; MD by requiring (see, e.g. [48℄)
(N
NSM NDM (MC ; MD ; ))2
2 = obs
= 3:84 :
(31)
NSM + NDM (MC ; MD ; ) + 2
SM

Here Nobs is the number of observed events, NSM the number of expe ted events, NDM the
number of expe ted signal events and SM being the un ertainty in the predi ted number of
ba kgrounds events. The expe ted strongest bounds should ome from the analysis with the
hardest pmiss
> 550 GeV uts, but the strongest observed bound ome from the pmiss
> 450 GeV
T
T
uts due to an important downward u tuations in the data. Fig. 7 shows the resulting limits
on  for two di erent sets of uts, pmiss
> 300 GeV and pmiss
> 450 GeV, with the latter
T
T
providing the best limit. We see that the urrent monojet bounds are relatively weak,  < O(1)
17

p
Figure 8: Limits
on  from monophoton sear hes at CMS (5 fb 1 at s =7 TeV) and ATLAS
p
(4.6 fb 1 at s =7 TeV).
for MC  MD  100 GeV, and not ompetetive with the onstraints from the mono hromati
gamma{ray sear hes.
4.6

LHC monophoton

onstraints

Another hara teristi ollider signature of ve tor DM produ tion is monophoton emission plus
missing energy. In this ase, C and D are produ ed on{shell through the photon or Z , while
their mass di eren e must be suÆ iently large su h that D de ays inside the dete tor and the
photon energy is above the threshold. We rely on the sear h for a single photon performed by
the CMS ollaboration whi h makes use of 5 fb 1 of data at 7 TeV enter of mass energy [49℄
and the one performed by the ATLAS ollaboration whi h makes use of 4.6 fb 1 of data at 7
TeV enter of mass energy [50℄. The basi sele tion requirements used by the CMS experiment
for monophoton events are as follows:
 1 photon with pT > 145 GeV and j j < 1:44;
 pmiss
> 130 GeV;
T
 no jet with pjT > 20 GeV that is R > 0:04 away from the photon andidate;
 no jet with pjT > 40 GeV and jj j < 3:0 within R < 0:5 of the axis of the photon;
Analogous requirements used by ATLAS are:

 1 photon with pT > 150 GeV and j j < 2:37;
 pmiss
> 150 GeV;
T
 no more than 1 jet with pjT > 30 GeV and jj j < 4:5;
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 ( ; pT ) > 0:4, R( ; jet) > 0:4 and (jet; pmiss
T ) > 0:4;
The event yields obtained by ATLAS and CMS are largely dominated by the SM ba kgrounds,
namely Z + , where the Z boson de ays invisibly, and W + , where the W boson de ays leptoni ally and the harged lepton is not re onstru ted. Sin e ATLAS a epts events with one
jet, W=Z +jets is also an important ba kground for the ATLAS analysis. With 4.6 fb 1 data,
the ATLAS ollaboration estimates the ba kground to be 137  18(stat:)  9(syst:) events and
observed 116 events. The analogous numbers for CMS with 5 fb 1 are 75:1  9:4 and 73 events,
respe tively.
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the ATLAS and CMS single photon sear h to DM
produ tion, we have generated the pp ! Z= ! CD ! CC + pro ess. We have used the
program Madgraph 5 [45℄ for the hannels at the parton level. Showering and hadronisation
was performed using Pythia 6 [46℄ and Delphes 1.9 [47℄ was employed to simulate the CMS
dete tor response. We have imposed the analysis uts listed above on the simulated events to
nd the signal eÆ ien y and used the total event ross{se tion to onstrain the DM oupling
to and Z . The observed 95%CL ex lusion limits on  for given MC ; MD are obtained by
requiring
(N
NSM NDM (MC ; MD ; ))2
2 = obs
= 3:84 :
(32)
2
NSM + NDM (MC ; MD ; ) + SM
The resulting limits on  for two hoi es of MD = 500 GeV and MD = 1 TeV are shown in
Fig. 8. In the latter ase, the bounds are relatively weak,  < 1 for MC > 100 GeV, and do not
onstrain the parameter spa e onsistent with WMAP/PLANCK, FERMI and HESS (Fig. 4).
For MD = 500 GeV, the monophoton onstraint is more important, although it does not yet
probe interesting regions of parameter spa e (Fig. 3). In parti ular, it does not rule out the DM
interpretation of the 135 GeV gamma{ray line (Fig. 5). Indeed, for MC = 135 GeV, the LHC
bound is about  < 0:5, whereas the gamma{ray line requires   0:3.
We thus nd that the monophoton onstraint is not yet ompetitive with the astrophysial/ osmologi al ones. We have also he ked that no useful onstraint is imposed by sear hes
for mono{Z emission (D ! Z + C ), mostly due to its smaller produ tion ross se tion.
4.7

Summary of

onstraints

For the DM mass above 100 GeV, the most relevant laboratory onstraints are imposed by the
LHC sear hes for monojets and monophotons. The former are appli able for quasi{degenerate
C and D, while the latter apply if there is a substantial mass di eren e between them. The
19

monophoton onstraint is rather tight for light DM, e.g.  < few10 1 for MC  100 GeV and
MD  500 GeV. This is stronger than the unitarity bound (8), whi h only applies for   MC;D .
On the other hand, the monojet onstraint is rather weak,  <
 1.
The most important bounds on the model are imposed by astrophysi al observations, in
parti ular, by FERMI and HESS sear hes for mono hromati gamma{ray lines. These ex lude
substantial regions of parameter spa e even for relatively heavy dark matter, MC;D  1 TeV.
Analogous bounds from ontinuum gamma{ray emission are signi antly weaker as the latter is
subleading in our framework (unlike in other models [51℄), while dire t DM dete tion is ineÆ ient
due to loop suppression. These onstraints still allow for thermal DM in the mass range 200{600
GeV (Fig. 4).
Finally, the model allows for an \optimisti " interpretation of the tentative 135 GeV gamma{
ray line in the FERMI data. The line an be due to (non{thermal) dark matter annihilation
with MC ' 135 GeV for a range of the mediator mass MD . This interpretation is onsistent
with the onstraints oming from the ontinuum gamma{ray emission, dire t DM dete tion and
the LHC sear hes.

5 Con lusion
We have onsidered the possibility that the hidden se tor ontains more than one massive
ve tor elds. In this ase, an additional dim{4 intera tion stru ture of the Chern{Simons type
be omes possible. It ouples the hyper harge eld strength to the antisymmetri ombination
of the massive ve tors. If the latter are long{lived, the phenomenologi al signatures of su h
a oupling in lude missing energy in de ays of various mesons and Z , as well as monojet and
monophoton produ tion at the LHC.
The hidden se tor may possess a Z2 symmetry, whi h would make the lighter ve tor eld stable and a good dark matter andidate. The hara teristi signature of this s enario is mono hromati gamma{ray emission from the Gala ti Center, while the orresponding ontinuum ontribution is suppressed. We nd that this possibility is onsistent with other onstraints, in luding
those from the LHC and dire t DM dete tion. Large portions of the allowed parameter spa e
an be probed both by indire t DM dete tion and the LHC monophoton sear hes.
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